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GREEN WRITERS PRESS

EYEWEAR PUBLISHING LTD

LISTEN WELL

greenwriterspress.com/book/dancing-with-langston; (802) 380-1121

store.eyewearpublishing.com; (077) 993-33069 (UK)

www.listenwell.org; (215) 262-2737

DANCING WITH
LANGSTON

A WOUNDED DEER
LEAPS HIGHEST

TO HEAR THE
FOREST SING

by Sharyn Skeeter

by C.P. Mangel

“Its details exquisite and its characters compelling, a powerful novel
about the rewards and the realities
of following one’s dreams.”
—Clarion Foreword Review (5 Stars)

“An impressive segregation tale—
not comforting by a long shot but
true to its era and an intriguing
experiment in textual form.”
—Kirkus Reviews (Starred review)

Some Musings on the Divine
by Margaret Dulaney

9781950584192 • Paper, $19.95
206 Pages • Literary Fiction
Available on Amazon, IndieBound,
Barnes & Noble, and at
Independent Bookstores
Author’s website: www.dancingwithlangston.com

9781912477258 • Paper, $19.99

“Insight and storytelling that is
shiny-new optimistic, and mysterious.” —Sophy Burnham; “Filled
with the epiphanies of an awakening soul.” —Chicago Tribune

664 Pages • Fiction

229 Pages • Spirituality

Available from
Small Press Distribution

Available at Amazon and
Barnes & Noble; Author’s website:
www.listenwell.org

Author’s website: www.cpmangel.net

BAD SEED
by Richard Lieberman

K. BLANTON BRENNER

APPALOOSA SKY
by K. Blanton Brenner
Appaloosa Sky is Lonesome Dove
meets Sex and the City meets
Nancy Drew. It’s an ode to tough
women who raise horses and
holy hell.
9781734336818 • Paper, $13.99
384 Pages • Literary Fiction
Available on Amazon,
Barnes & Noble, Barbara’s
Bookstores, and Kindle

9781912477760 • Hardback, $25.99 • 312 Pages • Fiction

XLIBRIS

www.jlynnady.com; (306) 861-4764

www.Xlibris.com; (888) 795-4274

THE PINK BLANKET

BOYS’ SECRETS AND
MEN’S LOVES

by J. Lynn Ady

BOOKBABY
www.bookbaby.com; (877) 961-6878

9781796037272 • Paper, $23.99 • 374 Pages • Memoir

Available at Amazon, Barnes &
Noble, FriesenPress Bookstore,
and Author’s website

HUMONGOUS
(& COOL) WORDS
FOR KIDS

Available on Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and Xlibris.

by S. B. Hilarion

JGSCR PUBLISHING

“A great book, highly recommended for kids and parents and,
perhaps, a great way for kids to
learn at school too.” —Readers’
Favorite (five-starred review)
9781549373884 UK •
Hardcover, $39.99
9781543969801 US •
Hardcover, $34.99 • 120 Pages • Children’s Nonfiction
Available at Amazon, Barnes & Noble,
BookBaby Store, and Ingram
Author’s website: www.sbhilarion.com

Meaning in a Pragmatic World
by Dan Siegel
Is it possible to reconcile our
beliefs, which inevitably have
some basis in our emotions, with
the actual world around us? While
this book does not pretend to have
a solution to this ageless problem,
it does seek to minimize the role of
emotions or bias. Unfortunately,
the current culture is failing us in
this effort.
9781641112567 • Paper, $10.50
Also Available as an eBook • 440 Pages • Humanistic Essay

CALADIUM PUBLISHING COMPANY
145C Selner Lane, Doylestown, PA 18902; (215) 340-7564;
info@caladiumpublishing.com; www.caladiumpublishing.com

A Memoir
by David A.J. Richards
“Much more than the memoir of
an eminent gay law professor, this
title is a seminal treatise on the
history of hierarchical patriarchy
and its corrosive effect upon men
and women in every stratum of
contemporary American society.”
—US Review of Books; “Boys’ Secrets
and Men’s Loves is a crusading text
that argues that women, LGBTQUIA
individuals, and cisgender straight men ought to band together to
salvage democracy.” —Clarion Foreword Review

409 Pages • Fiction & Literature

PERSONAL WISDOM

Available at Amazon and Ingram

FRIESENPRESS

9781525545207 • Paper, $22.99

www.palmettopublishinggroup.com; (888) 457-9395

“Expertly researched, Bad Seed
reveals the haunting details about
the mechanics of genetically
modified foods. Compulsively
readable, it’s in equal parts engaging and terrifying. You’ll wish
this compelling novel were science fiction.” —Tasha Alexander,
NYT best-selling author, Minotaur Books; “It’s a great read. Bad
Seed reveals a great life lesson gone
wrong.” —NPR; 2019 Recommended List/Best Seller, Small Press Distribution (SPD)
Available from Small Press Distribution

“An engrossing story of a battered
woman trying to reclaim her life
and find true love. . . . A highly
charged romance with plenty of
intrigue and danger.”
—Kirkus Reviews

PALMETTO PUBLISHING GROUP

GOD:
AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY
as told to a philosopher
by Jerry L. Martin
“Martin has delivered us the most
path-breaking material for future
philosophical and theological reflection I have come across in a
long time.” —Reading Religion
9780996725316 • Hardback,
$19.95 • 376 Pages
9780996725323 • eBook, $4.95
www.godanautobiography.com,
also available at Amazon and www.indiebound.org

Author’s website can be found at its.law.nyu.edu/facultyprofiles
under David A.J. Richards
jeremygavins@phonecoop.coop; 0114401229580639

IS IT ABOUT
THAT BOY?
The Shocking Trauma
of Aversion Therapy
by Jeremy Gavins
An unflinching first-hand account
of electric shock treatment as a
cure for homosexuality in 1972.
A survivor’s story that’s equal
parts heartbreaking, unexpected,
and ultimately uplifting.
9781999681906 • Paper, $12.00
205 Pages • Memoir
Available on YPD Books and Amazon
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THE CALLIOPE GROUP

DEL SOL PRESS

WHEATMARK

www.thecalliopegroup.com; (785) 826-7681

www.delsolpress.org; (703) 403-4280

2030 East Speedway Boulevard, Ste 106, Tuscon, AZ 85719;
(520) 798-0888; Fax: (520) 798-3394; www.wheatmark.com

the skin of dreams

MALL

a roadmap of poems and prophecy. . . . Follow the path on these
pages to enter your own skin.” Tyehimba Jess, Pulitzer Prize winner,
Olio
9781733647403 • Paper, $16.00
152 Pages • Poetry

to be human.” —Online Bookclub
Org; “Engrossing dystopian tale
with well-rounded lead characters.”
—Kirkus Reviews

REBELS AGAINST
new and collected poems
by Pattie Palmer-Baker
1995–2018
Please order books by using the contact information listed under
press’s
name, or visit
retailer.
“Aeach
fascinating
science-fiction
novelyour local bookstore or online TYRANNY
Civil War in the Crusader States
by Quraysh Ali Lansana
about brilliant technology, strange
by Helena P. Schrader
societal norms, and what it means
“Quraysh Ali Lansana has woven

9780999842553 • eBook and Paper,
$10.00 • 282 Pages • Dystopian
Available at Amazon and at
www.pattiepalmerbaker.com

Available at Amazon, Barnes &
Noble, The Calliope Group, and Independent Bookstores
Author’s website: thecalliopegroup.com/authors/lansana

BIG TABLE PUBLISHING COMPANY

GREEN & GOLD
www.davidc.ca; (613) 730-0870

BURNING SOULS

www.bigtablepublishing.com; (617) 592-5805

An Eco-Political Thriller
by David Chernushenko

STUDIES FOR A
SELF-PORTRAIT

9781945917417 • Paper, $15.00
117 Pages • Poetry
Available on Amazon • Author’s website: www.rodgerlegrand.com

Information: www.helenapschrader.com; www.crusaderkingdoms.com;
www.schradershistoricalfiction.blogspot.com;
www.defendingcrusaderkingdoms.blogspot.com

THE EMPEROR
STRIKES BACK
Frederick II’s War
Against His Vassals
by Helena P. Schrader

9781999113803 • Paper, $24.99

Frederick II wants revenge; John
of Beirut wants justice. The second round in the struggle between
the authoritarian Emperor and the
Ibelins is about to begin.

688 Pages • Speculative Fiction
Available on Amazon, Barnes &
Noble, and Chapters/Indigo; Author’s website: www.davidc.ca

VICTOR PRESS

9781627876995 • Paper, $23.95
433 Pages • Historical Fiction

OFF TELEGRAPH
A Novel of Berkeley in the Sixties
by Joseph Rodricks

TONY MILNE

A tale of scientific fraud that twists
its way through the cultural and
political turbulence of the 1960s
and the wakening rebellion against
the scientific worldview. These
themes and the novel’s many brilliant characters are woven into
a plot having many unexpected
turns and endless suspense.

TAX MAN
How Homo Sapiens Took
10% of Everything
to Conquer the World
by Tony Milne
We owe our population of 7 billion
to a simple genetic adaptation that
consists of a demand for homage,
service and financial contribution,
and acquiescence.
9798607721794 • Paper, $16.00
ASIN: B084G96GMJ • eBook,
$0.99 • 454 Pages • Nonfiction/
Behavioral Evolution • Available at Amazon and worldwide
Author’s website: www.tonymilne.net

9781627876247 • Paper, $20.95
eBook, $4.99 • 454 Pages
 istorical Fiction • Available at Amazon and Barnes & Noble.
H

A tale of courage and friendship
amid political turmoil and ecological collapse. Four friends discover
the price of truth, and the importance of telling it anyway.

by Rodger LeGrand
From fragmented hearts to social
inequality, climate change, the nuanced complexity of stillness in the
cold, New England winter, these
poems explore how we find ourselves
through relationships with others.
“Unpredictable, poignant verse that
asks the reader to look—and think—
deeply.”
—Kirkus Reviews

An autocratic emperor, a defiant
baronage, and three young people
caught up in the game of emperors
and popes; “a great central figure—
a bit like William Shakespeare’s . . .
young prince Ha.”—Kirkus Reviews;
“. . . a compulsive page-turner.”
—BlueInk Reviews

Available at Amazon and Barnes & Noble
Author’s website: www.helenapschrader.com

RENAISSANCE EDITIONS
www.renaissanceeditions.com; (917) 504-7212

ANNE AND LOUIS:
RULERS AND LOVERS
Anne of Brittany Series,
Book Three
by Rozsa Gaston

978146362951 • Paper, $14.49
400 pages • Fiction

“A delightful blend of historical rigor and dramatic entertainment.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Fresh and original . . . this book
will please any lover of historical fiction.” —Publishers Weekly
BookLife Prize

Available at Amazon; Author’s website: www.josephvrodricks.org

DAVE BORLAND
(412) 571-0180; dhunterb1935@gmail.com

SUMMIT AT
EAGLE NEST

GEORGES KASSABGI

9781732589940 • Paper and
eBook,, $15.95 • 391 Pages •
Historical Fiction

by Dave Borland
Four people of different political
beliefs meet at a tumultuous political event. Fearing a revolution, they
isolate themselves to seek a compromise to save their America.

WHAT GAVE YOU
THAT IDEA?
Rediscovering the Development
of Our Worldviews
by Georges Kassabgi
With this essay (2012), the author
searches what might help humanity
improve the effectiveness of actions
regarding global challenges. In
particular, he invites us to consider
anew primal material/nonmaterial
attributes/interactions—underlying
elements in the developments of
existence—and remain aware that assumptions are not facts.
Kassabgi shares thought-provoking conversations with readers of
his essay in “Postscripts” (2018), which includes a hypothesis/
addendum (published/presented in 2013) dedicated to long-term resolution of conflicts; dealing with other issues (climate change and air/
water/food pollution, say) that might benefit from same proposition.
Noteworthy: keeping distinct “violence-for-protection/survival”
versus “violence-for-abuse/punishment”; and human- 
versus
nature-
dependent inequalities; plus, recalling that: each
worldview/-ism/policy has value . . . up to a point.
He therefore outlines/recommends a multidisciplinary study as
the critical next step. PDF • Both books are available at no cost;
go to: www.researchgate.net/search and enter author’s full name
(as Researcher) • Author’s website: www.ugik.com

9781081159450 • Paper, $15.00
181 Pages • Political
Available at Amazon
Author’s website:
www.amazon.com/Dave-Borland

HIDEAWAY PARK PRESS
(520) 207-5005

THE BLUE
SAPPHIRE AMULET
by Harald Lutz Bruckner
Rachel is a Holocaust survivor; her
journey takes us to the Nazi hotbed
of Munich, the horrors of Terezin
KZ, and to her hometown, Essen.
9780692160770 • Paper, $18.95
408 Pages • Historical Fiction
Available at Amazon, Barnes &
Noble, and all eBook outlets

Available on Amazon, Ingram, and Barnes & Noble
Author’s website: www.rozsagaston.com
For foreign rights contact Linda Migalti, manager:
linda@schulmanagency.com

DANIEL KARPINSKI
(416) 985-8906

YAD
by Daniel Karpinski
Yad tells an engaging, cerebral,
funny, and touching story of
reinventing El Transparente
(18th-century Toledo, Spain). A
personal drama of betrayal, repentance, forgiveness, and love.
9781525523694 • Paper, $16.40
258 Pages • Fiction, Historical,
Transgressional
Available at Amazon, Indigo,
Barnes & Noble, and Friesenpress
Author’s website: yad-book.com
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